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Abstract
Githa Hariharan grew up in Bombay and Manila, and has lived in the USA. She now lives in New Delhi,
where she has worked as an editor in a publishing house. Her second book, a collection of short stories
called The Art of Dying, is also published by Penguin India. She began by responding to the division that
was a point of discussion among judges, the difference between large social novels and the intimacy of
more domestic centred books.
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Githa Hariharan
Interviewed by Rosemary Serensen
Githa Hariharan grew up in Bombay and Manila, and has lived in the
USA. She now lives in New Delhi, where she has worked as an editor in
a publishing house. Her second book, a collection of short stories called
The Art of Dying, is also published by Penguin India. She began by responding to the division that was a point of discussion among judges, the
difference between large social novels and the intimacy of more domesticcentred books.
I don' t think this neat division exists, actually, the large canvas and the
smaller. I think that you can use a small canvas to grow into a larger
canvas. It's just that perhaps you are using a smaller window pane but the
world outside is just as large as it is for those who have a larger window
to look out of. And it can also happen that you have a very large window
pane but the vision outside is cloudy. I'm not being difficult but what I'm
trying to say is that you can have social realism in rather a boring way in
both the small and the large canvas. I think the mistake here is judging the
book on the basis of subject matter. You can have the most exalted subject,
the most politically correct, and still write an appalling book.

One of the interesting things about these eight books is the strong streak of autobiography. Quite clearly, the youngest woman in your book we cannot map onto
your life. How did you chose these three?
I'm glad you asked this because I do have something to say about it. I
love myths, I love folklore, and from different parts of the world, and it's
amazing what beautiful links you can find. I've also heard a lot of them.
A.K. Ramarujan calls them kitchen tales. When I began writing the novel,
the section on the old woman, Mayamma, was really a gift, almost written
without my help. I remember buying two blank notebooks and I sat down
and wrote that chapter. It went through various versions and drafts, but
years (and rejections) later I think I had pretty much the same as what I
wrote the first time.
The details hinged the most on not so much people I have known but
details I have heard. I remembered an old woman telling me about the
nose ring she wore and her husband saying take it off, and she gave me
a very wistful, tender smile (when she was telling me this she must have
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been eighty) and she said, well, he couldn't kiss me. It wasn't just
romantic wistful, but also wry, as though keeping in mind the life she had
after that honeymoon night.
That was how the novel began, and at that point it was also dear to me
that I didn't have a novel about Mayamma. I had very naturally done this
first person/third person thing, not deliberately planned. Then the conscious part of me took over, and Devi came into the picture. I felt that
although these were details that I had known in people I had met or
heard of, I needed a link, a stage manager narrator figure, who would be
closest not to my experience but to my background. Then the mother came
last. The mother is the person I feel the most empathy towards.

Tts structure is the three generational shifts in women's consciousness in India.
It's got some lovely lyrical parts, but it's basically very sad, and harrowing.
All compromises are harrowing, but I clearly have two types of stories.
There are grandmother's stories and father-in-law's stories. Father-in-law's
stories are almost entirely in the prescriptive mode. They're meant for a
virtuous woman, and a virtuous woman is obviously a wife about to produce a child. It's all very neat; these are the boundaries and you can't step
out. This, I would say is more harrowing because it's confining. In grandmother's stories- which is why l think they hold the key to the novelall kinds of possibilities are there. The possibility of subversion because
everything is double edged, and things are not always what they seem.
And there's irony.
A lot of these traditional stories I have twisted here and there. Infanticide, for example, in the Ganga story. In the myth there is a convoluted
explanation for why she does it, and there always is. A lot of the explanations of myths are almost like government statements because they are
saying, well actually all these seven children she drowned were gods and
she was supposed to do that to help them out to get back to heaven, or
something like that.
But the story that grabs you is that she is drowning her seven children.
Motherhood is not something that is pretty and tender or even the other
side of motherhood that we talk about, which is the first year of giving up
your job and sitting at home with the baby, and there are times when you
want to throw the baby out. The boredom and the desperation and the
loneliness- that is also legitimate.
But there is also this. This is much more frightening because you don't
know quite what it is, and that is perhaps what mythology is all about
because it puts you in touch with certain emotional veins and tendons that
people may not have the names for themselves.
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There are very few lyrical passages about context or geography in the novel; the
lyricism is kind of psychological, going on in the women's heads. How do we
place the story geographically?
I think writers have to recognise that there are certain things they can do
and like doing. Mine is not the sort of mind and I am not the sort of
storyteller who thinks in terms of locales. I enjoy reading books where
there is a lot of description of the place but to me that's not terribly important. Since I do have these myths, they enlarge, so the map gets bigger
and bigger. In terms of exact locales, Devi is of course the most mobile,
and she begins in America.
And a lot of people have asked me why I have that first chapter. I did
want to use that as a distancing strategy. When she comes back her
antennae are up. It's a curious thing; when I was in the college in Bombay,
I was in the hostel and there would be a lot of girls from small towns
there for their Bachelor's degree, and they were wild, the wildest of the
bunch. And those of us who had had a certain amount of freedom and
who had travelled a bit were more sedate. The funny thing is that after we
got our degrees, when we checked on each other's whereabouts, we discovered that all of them had gone back to their small towns and promptly
had an arranged marriage. I think Devi fits into that. This can happen in
two ways, you can either be coerced or - and I find this fascinating and
very difficult to understand, and I would love to have a frank discussion
with some of them - men as well as women, they come back, and they
will have a holiday wedding. Devi comes back and everything is
heightened, and she remembers all the childhood myths, and she realises
that it's not something that she has left behind.

Because the women are confined, and yet opening windows in their confinement,
they are the ones breaking down the old patterns. The men are much slower to
desire change. Is this the way dissent is happening, and is the result going to be
painful? Obviously many people are happy with the stability that the old patterns
bring.
The women are centre stage but the men are there, not even in the wings,
on stage. One of the painful things about this constant attempt to create
and maintain some kind of balance between the sexes is that men are as
much the victims of an entire mythology -and I don' t mean just literally
myths - of attitudes and ideas about how men and women should live
together. I was delighted when a reader told me that father-in-law was so
deeply moving because you could see he was suffering. The father-in-law
is there as a pillar, and he is constantly quoting Manu who we have yet
to live down in India. Manu was the law-giver who thousands of years
ago said that woman is always dependent. She is first dependent on the
father, then the husband and then the son. Manu was the great status quo
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upholder. He also had very strict ideas in terms of hierarchy and caste and
so forth.
But the father-in-law is as victimised as his wife, who runs away, and
perhaps the wife did better, after all, although she could only find seclusion in religious exile. But the father-in-law is gentle and tender, and is
there as a counterpart to his son. I make a little joke about the son who is
fearfully management oriented, and the father says, well, I'm earning a
degree in the management of life. He is engaged in testing values, quoting
songs that ask about whether you want to drown in the pleasures of the
world. But for him it's safer to hide in abstraction. Along with the tenderness there is some softness, some spinelessness, which moves me as his
creator. The father and father-in-law are two of the less obvious aspects
of manhood which I think we should see side by side with both suffering
womanhood and militant womanhood.
One of the best things about myths is that by their very nature there is
no authoritative version. A lot of these myths are from the Mahabharata,
a couple from the Ramayana, which is of course the controversial epic
now because Rama is now suddenly walking the earth again. There are
many Rarnayanas. In the south where I grew up, the villain in the standard version, the demon king Ravana, he is actually a deeply attractive
man. He's learned, he's passionate, in modern terms if you were casting
for a film, that would be a bigger role, whereas Rarna is actually - what
shall I say - he is a bit of a chocolate-box hero.
And his wife, Sita, has been upheld as the image of wifely chastity and
every wife should be like Sita, prepared to walk through fire. Now Sita is
not in fact one of the more interesting female characters in mythology, as
far as I'm concerned, but even so she is not quite so cardboard. There is
some attraction to Ravana -and before this becomes a controversial statement, I don't mean in our modern film sense! But she is not stupid, she
responds to his learning, his attraction. So I think there is not such thing
as, this is what the story is. And this was perfect for me, for I have introduced further twists. Right now, myths are being distorted and you do
have certain people, certain groups, who are using myths as instruments
of fundamentalism.
You can respond to this in two ways. The cowardly way is to say, well
all of this is obscurantist, when are you going to stop talking about myths
and folklore and get on with, you know, computerising your banks, or
something. I think this is a cowardly and foolish way because you will
lose your links with actual people. The other way is to constantly reinterpret. A myth only grows alive when you reinterpret, when you see it from
the point of view of your life, of your times. I refuse to be told that someone has a hot line to Rama.

